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Are code review smells and metrics useful in pull
request-level software defect prediction?

Krzysztof Baciejowski, Damian Garbala, Szymon Żmijewski and Lech Madeyski

Abstract The process of software code review is a well-established practice in
software engineering. Previous research identified quality metrics for code review.
However, to our knowledge, this paper is the first that uses those review smells and
metrics as predictors in software defect prediction. We used review process metrics
used in other studies as well as created new ones. A machine learning model is fed
with various process metrics (code review) and product metrics (software code) to be
able to predict if a pull request might introduce a defect. For the GitHub repositories
examined, the mean absolute errors for predictive models were equal to 0.26 (for the
model built on product metrics only), 0.29 (for model built on review metrics only),
and 0.25 (for model built on combined metrics). The results indicate that the quality
of the code review conveys additional valuable information that can be utilized to
better predict software defects. In fact, review metrics alone appeared to be almost as
good predictors of software defects as investigated since a long time and widely used
software product metrics.
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1 Introduction

The software development process is bound to encounter unexpected defects in the
code base. The frequency of introducing these defects should be reduced by the
code review process. In fact, some studies have shown that greater coverage for code
review and greater participation reduce the chances of introducing a bug to code
[22, 23, 3]. Unfortunately, this process is often not able to filter all defective code.
The defective code that passes through the code review process might be the result of
poor review quality. The process of solving defects is very expensive, and, therefore,
the possibility of in-advance determination if the code changes might introduce a
bug would be invaluable.

In September 2020, Doğan [11] identified seven bad practices that could be
correlated with a lower quality of reviews and named them "code review smells". Six
of them were then described in detail and searched for in open-source projects. The
results of this research were later published in [12]. Unfortunately, the article did not
address the correlation between the quality of the review measured by "code review
smells" and inducing defects.

Using these sources as a reference point, our objective was to utilize code review
smells and metrics to predict inducing software defects with pull requests. Although
there are some papers on the use of code smells as predictors of software defects,
see [26], to our knowledge, this paper is the first that uses code review smells to
predict software defects.

2 Background

Doğan and Tüzün [12] have identified seven and defined six smells of code reviews.
The aim of this research is to check whether, based on code review smells and metrics,
one is able to predict if a pull request might induce a defect. To achieve this goal, the
following steps were executed:

• gathering information on other review qualities which possibly impact probability
of inducing software defect,

• finding alternative definitions of those qualities,
• finding already used code review metrics,
• introducing new code review metrics,
• checking whether those code review metrics and smells can be helpful to predict

software defects.

For the search for relevant literature, the following research questions were de-
fined:

RQ1 Is it possible to utilize code review smells as predictors of software defects for
pull requests?

RQ2 Is it possible to derive metrics from the code review smells defined by Doğan
and Tüzün [12]?
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RQ3 Is it possible to utilize code review quality metrics as predictors of software
defects for pull requests?

2.1 Relevant Literature

In order to answer the defined research questions, code review smells and metrics
needed to be gathered. During the study selection process, search strings were defined
that cover the subject area, titles, abstracts, and keywords. The results of this query
were then analyzed for relevance; possibly relevant sources were read in full to check
whether they can be helpful when pursuing the goal of this paper.

2.1.1 Search strings

All subjects of our interest can be described with the following search string:
TITLE-ABS-KEY(code-review* AND (quality OR metric* OR
smell*OR impact)) AND (PUBYEAR > 2014) AND (LIMIT-TO(
SUBJAREA, "COMP")) AND (LIMIT-TO(LANGUAGE, "English"))

2.1.2 Results of research for relevant literature

After evaluating the aforementioned search string on April 4, 2022 Scopus returned
341 results. 28 were labeled possibly relevant based on their title and abstract, but
after full-text analysis it appeared that only 16 of them contained information on
review-related smells and metrics.

Figure 1 illustrates the process of literature selection; Appendix contains lists of
articles accepted during first and second screening stage.

2.1.3 Already defined metrics

Table 1 contains information on explicitly defined metrics and those deduced from
relevant articles that are considered to be related to the review and possibly influence
code quality.

3 Methods and Materials

The conducted research consisted of several stages. First, we select repositories to
evaluate, after that we aim to reproduce the research by Doğan and Tüzün [12] by
implementing code review smells in our code base, then we develop new metrics
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Fig. 1 Literature selection process

that potentially might have impact on inducing a bug. Afterwards, we import metrics
from the dataset [17]. In the end, we feed a machine learning model with metrics and
smells.

3.1 Reproduction of Doğan and Tüzün research

The process of reproduction does not fully reflect the process provided by Doğan and
Tüzün[12], because our strategy relies on a larger amount of data. That is why the data
are stored in a database. Data on pull requests, users, files, their changes, and reviews
are retrieved from GitHub by means of the GitHub API for chosen repositories and
saved to the database. Then it is processed according to the specification provided by
the aforementioned paper.

For reproduction, VS Code, Tensorflow, and GitHub Desktop repositories were
chosen. The smell detection results are shown in Table 2 and are consistent with the
original research.
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Table 1 Metrics and smells found in or deduced from relevant literature
Smell / Metric Type Description Source
No review smell PR closed without review [22, 29, 28, 21]
Self review smell PR contains only self-review [22, 29, 21]
Number of hasty reviews metric Number of reviews with checked 200loc/h [22, 29, 21]
Number of short reviews metric Number of short reviews [9]
Number of superficial reviews metric Number of superficial reviews [9]
Number of reviews without inline comments metric Number of negative reviews without inline comments [9]
Number of reviews metric Number of reviews [3, 19, 20, 29, 28, 31, 10, 9, 25, 33, 21, 32]
Number of author responses metric Number of author responses to reviews [19]
Number of reviews to churn ratio metric Number of reviews divided by number of changed loc [21]
Review window metric Time PR was opened for reviewing [29, 31, 25, 33]
Review window to churn ratio metric Time PR was opened for reviewing divided by changed loc [21]
Review delay metric Time between PR was opened and first review [28, 31, 10, 33, 32]
Number of reviewers metric Number of unique reviewers [3, 19, 20, 31, 10, 25, 33, 21, 32]
Number of non-author reviewers metric Number of reviewers who didn’t change code to be merged [31, 9, 33]
Disagreement ratio metric Ratio of non-approval reviews [31, 9, 33]
Number of revisions metric Number of commits after PR was opened [28, 31, 16, 33, 21]
Number of revisions without review metric Number of non-commented commits added in review window [31, 33]
Churn during code review metric Loc changed during review window [31, 33]
Negative sentiment in reviews metric Determined coefficient of negative sentiment [9]
Confused reviews metric Coefficient of confusion based on keywords [13, 9]
Number of discussion observers metric Number of discussion observers [19]
Important keywords used metric # of positive minus # of negative keywords [6]
Reviewing time metric Average time spent on reviewing [28, 16]
Review pace metric Average churn reviewed per hour [31]
Shepherding time metric Average time spent on review-related activities [16]
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Table 2 Reproduction results for Doğan and Tüzün research

Smell VS Code Desktop Tensorflow
Lack of review 57.57% 14.25% 12.48%
Missing PR description 24.51% 11.21% 43.93%
Large changeset 7.97% 5.25% 9.94%
Sleeping review 40.13% 41.39% 47.82%
Ping-pong 4.19% 10.67% 9.08%
At least one of:
– lack of review
– missing PR description
– large changeset
– sleeping review
– ping-pong

83.37% 63.16% 81.89%

Review buddies1 3.25% 7.39% 11.71%

3.2 Metrics

Doğan and Tüzün [12] have divided the metrics based on their extraction/calculation
method into ones extracted directly from pull requests, ones regarding single reviews
(but still collected for each pull request) and those calculated for the whole repository
(also assigning the results to single pull requests). Some additional metrics might
also be implemented as part of future work.

3.2.1 Imported metrics

We imported product metrics assigned to commits in the dataset from the article by
Keshavarz and Nagappan [18]. These metrics are:

• change date
• # of lines added
• # of lines deleted
• # of files touched
• # of directories touched
• # of of subsystems touched
• change entropy
• # of of distinct developers touched files
• the average time from last change
• # of of unique changes in files
• change author experience
• change author
• recent experience

1 Smell Review buddies was defined but not measured by Doğan and Tüzün [12].
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• change author subsystem experience

3.2.2 New metrics

We defined several metrics of the code review process to feed the machine learning
model with:

• Number of reviewers
It simply checks how many reviewers have reviewed a pull request.

• Number of reviewers different than the pull-request author
This metric is an improvement of the Number of reviewers metric. In the calcula-
tion, it excludes the reviewer who created a pull request. It is worth mentioning
that the author of a pull request may be different from the author of changes in
code (especially when multiple people have been contributing to the code).

• Number of reviews
This metric evaluates the number of reviews (without checking their authors) for
a given pull request.

• Number of commits after pull-request creation
This metric counts commits that were added after the pull request creation date.
It is assumed that such commits introduce improvements and are the result of
submitted reviews. It is also expected that a pull request containing these com-
mits is less likely to introduce a defect.

• Number of lines changed after pull-request creation
Reviews requesting some changes should result in new commits with improve-
ments. This metric counts the number of lines that were changed as a result of
a code review. It is worth mentioning that all changes introduced after a pull
request’s creation date are considered improvements, no matter if there were
already some reviews submitted.

• Review length (number of characters)
Review length metric counts the number of characters in each review for a pull
request. At the time of implementation, it is still unclear whether a bigger or
smaller number of characters is better. This metric is related to some other code
review metrics, e.g., Number of reviews and some project metrics, e.g., number
of changes lines.

• Review window per changed lines
This metric takes into account both the time passed between opening and closing
a pull request and the number of changed lines in order to calculate the ratio
between those two values. This way it is possible to establish more flexible
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threshold values to mark a pull request as smelly.

• Reviewed lines per hour
Reviewed lines per hour metric measures how many lines were changed for a
given pull request and calculates a ratio between this value and the opening hour
a the pull request.

• Review length per lines of code
This metric is an amplification of the Review length metric. It calculates the ratio
between the number of characters in all reviews in a given pull request and the
number of changed lines.

• Review window
This metric is extracted by calculating the time passed between opening and
closing a pull request. It has a few known flaws, as it does not consider the actual
time spent reviewing a request (limitations are mentioned in Section 5). Hence,
the request can be open for so long that it will be considered smelly, but still be
reviewed superficially.

• Review window per line
Reviews that last too long are considered smelly, but their duration should be
related to number of changed lines. Obviously, it is possible to change a lot of
lines of code barely changing the program logic or not changing it at all (e.g. by
renaming a variable or a function). Such cases should rather be the minority.

3.3 Data preparation

We used the dataset by Keshavarz [17] to assign a value if a commit induces a bug.
This dataset consisted of commits from 12 repositories of Apache projects. We have
downloaded the data of pull requests and reviews for the commits. With the data,
three random forest models can be trained.

We encountered a problem with granularity. We need to know if a pull request
induces a misbehaviour, not a commit (as it is in the dataset). We solved the granular-
ity problem deciding that a pull request is bug-inducing if one of the commits is. The
product metrics were assigned to the pull request using trimmed means of 10%.

3.4 Implementation

We implemented models generation with functions detecting smells and evaluating
metrics from review-related data using Python scripts. Our implementation can be
found in Github repository as explained in Appendix
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4 Results

Three models were created, trained on 513 pull requests (PRs) and tested on 171
remaining entries, and these models will be marked as:

M1 based on metrics from dataset by Keshavarz and Nagappan [18],
M2 based on five of the smells created by Doğan and Tüzün [12] (large changesets

smell is not related to the quality of reviews, thus was omitted) and new metrics
(see Section 3.2.2) we developed and

M3 model which combines both aforementioned sources of PR evaluators.

Table 3 presents errors obtained when predicting whether PR is buggy for each
of the models for all GitHub repositories that exist in the dataset by Keshavarz and
Nagappan. As one can see, M2 has similar performance to M1 and is more or less
able to determine whether PR introduced bugs. It allows us to answer positively to
RQ1 and RQ3.

Table 3 Errors for prepared models

Error type M1 M2 M3
Mean absolute error 0.26 0.29 0.25
Mean squared error 0.13 0.16 0.13
Root mean squared error 0.37 0.40 0.36

In order to determine which metrics are most important for our experimental
models, metrics importance was evaluated based on mean decrease in impurity
(MDI). For M2, as shown in Figure 2, the most important features included review
window (41%), review window per line (26%), reviews characters per line of code
(10%) and total number of reviews characters (9%). For the combined model (M3),
the lines added were the most influential (33%), the rest of the metrics and smells
had an importance below 5% (e.g., review window 4%), this is shown in Figure 3. It
can be explained for some metrics with their boxplots for buggy and non-buggy pull
requests (see Appendix), where all other than review window and review window per
line do not show significant differences between those two groups. The entire report
is available in Appendix, including figures.

As can be seen in Figure 4, some metrics have a very high correlation; therefore,
the ones with the highest correlation could be removed.

In the context of the study, we formulated the following research questions:
RQ1 Is it possible to utilize code review smells as predictors of software defects for

pull requests?
Yes, they were successfully utilized in software defects predicting models
M2 and M3 as shown in Section 4.
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Fig. 2 Metrics and smells importance for M2

RQ2 Is it possible to derive metrics from code review smells defined by Doğan and
Tüzün?
Yes, we have derived 11 metrics what was presented in Section 3.2.2.

RQ3 Is it possible to utilize code review quality metrics as predictors of software
defects for pull requests?
Yes, they were successfully utilized in software defects predicting models
M2 and M3 as shown in Section 4.

5 Discussion

Analysis of nine Apache repositories showed code review smells and metrics can be
used to predict bug introduction with accuracy similar to model based on product-
related metrics. This opens the possibility to enhance existing models by adding a
whole new category of metrics and smells, which would be related to the review
process.
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Fig. 3 Metrics and smells importance for M3
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Fig. 4 Correlation of metrics from Section 3.2.2

During the process of developing the model certain limitations were identified:
• Some commits that the dataset included could not be found from the GitHub

API. That caused the model to use less training and testing data than it would be
relevant.

• The dataset and our research had different levels of granularity; therefore, the
metrics for commit could not be easily applied on a pull request.

• GitHub does not measure the time that a reviewer has spent on a review, hence
this attribute is not accessible for our research. Other review tools—for instance,
Crucible—include the time spent. This is especially important, considering the
fact that the metrics based on time - review window appeared to be the most
impactful.

This work could have more reliable results and a broader scope if these limitations
were overcome.

There are areas where this work can be improved and included in future works:
• User metrics

such as reviewer reputation based on number of reviews made, the number of
projects contributed, etc.

• Review content
NLP (natural language processing) of reviews to estimate their relevance and
assess code changes based on reviewers’ opinions.
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• Conflicting reviews
Calculated by checking if multiple reviews regarding the same changes in code
approve and disapprove them.

• Dataset
The results might differ once more data is provided, as mentioned in limitations.
Then the introduced model could be used to retrieve more relevant information
on the impact of the developed metrics.

It was discovered that reviewing process descriptors, such as those in Table 1, have
high potential when it comes to predicting bug introduction and should be included
in relevant models.

6 Conclusions

All posed research questions were answered and the results open up a new promising
research direction.

Using the answers and models defined in Section 4, it was shown that the review
smells and metrics allow predicting pull request bugginess to a similar extent as
classic software product metrics; however, this model is not fully satisfying and
performs better with more review metrics or when combined with software product
metrics. Thus, standard product metrics still remain important features of prediction
models. There is also room to introduce improvements and modifications to the
method used in this investigation, as described in Section 5.
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Appendix

Reproduction

Code utilized to perform reproduction of Doğan and Tüzün [12] is available on Github
(github.com/pwr-pbr22/M7/tree/reproduction). Scripts used to prepare models are
available in the same repository on the main branch (github.com/pwr-pbr22/M7).
Reproduction instructions are available in respective README files.

Relevant literature search

As mentioned in Section 2.1.2 28 articles passed title and abstract screen, 16 of them
passed full text screen and 12 were excluded. These articles can are listed below.

• Articles which passed title and abstract screen, but were excluded during full
text screen: [24, 27, 2, 7, 34, 1, 30, 5, 15, 4, 14, 8].

• Articles which passes title and abstract screen and were deemed relevant after
full text screen: [22, 3, 20, 6, 19, 29, 28, 31, 13, 10, 9, 25, 16, 33, 21, 32].

Appendix

Appendix includes the report, located below, from the implemented Jupyter Note-
book.

https://github.com/pwr-pbr22/M7/tree/reproduction
https://github.com/pwr-pbr22/M7
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